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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, P will denote the set of all partitions, i.e., all 
,I, > 1, >, . . . > 2, > 0, where ii are integers. Let I(n) be the length of I (the 
number of parts). Also, let DP and OP be the set of all partitions with 
distinct parts and odd parts, respectively. 
Let C[ y1 , y,, . ..] be the polynomial ring with indeterminates y;. The 
space of all symmetric functions on the yi’s is a polynomial ring 
r= C[pI, p2, . ..] with indeterminates 
p, = y; + y; + . ‘. (1.1) 
For 2 E P, let PA = PA, Pi2 . . . PA,,;.,. Then we have a (Hermitian) inner 
product on the space r defined by 
where z1 = m, ! l”lm, ! 2”2, . . . . mi is the occurrence of i in A, and 6,, is the 
Kronecker delta. Let s1 be the corresponding Schur symmetric function 
(cf. [6]). Then it is well known that the s2 form an orthonormal basis 
for r. 
For 2, p E P, let s2,Jy) (v c A) be the skew Schur function. They are 
symmetric functions as well (we will discuss this in Section 5). 
Likewise let Qj.(y) be the symmetric Schur Q-functions (see Section 3 in 
detail). The functions Qj. (2~ DP) (not obviously) form an orthogonal 
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basis for fB=C[p,, p3, . . . 1, the polynomial ring in pi, i odd, with the 
inner product (cf. [8]) 
(PA, p,) =zj,2-‘(“)dj,, (1.3) 
for ,u, 2 E OP. Define 
Pi. = 2 -‘(“)Qi., (1.4) 
then (PA} and {Q,} are dual bases for the inner product ( , ). 
Let QUy(y) be the skew Schur Q function (see Section 5), and put 
p,, =2-‘(i)+t(~‘Qj~,,. 
For our purpose we let (m Z 1) 
Pm(Y) ,y =- m m (1.5) 
so that r= C[x,, x2, . ..] and r, = C[x,, x3, . ..I. We view the symmetric 
Schur functions (resp. Q-functions) as polynomial functions in x, (resp. 
X m, m odd). They will no longer be symmetric. The functions sn(x) are 
nothing else but the functions defined by Kac and Peterson [4]. 
For A E DP, let ,i, be the partition obtained by gluing the shifted diagram 
ofA with its transpose, i.e. (in Frobenius notation), 
A= (/I, - 1, . ..) & - 1 1 II,) . ..) &). 
For AcP, l<i<Z(A)=s, let 
ACi) = ;I,) . ..) A& ,) A,+ 1) . ..) %,, 
and 
ry = (I& - 1, . ..) 1, - 1 I A,, ..,) lj- ,, Aj+ 1, . . . . A,). 
;lci) is the partition obtained from 1 by deleting the ith row. ~5:) can be 
thought of as the partition obtained from gluing the shifted diagram with 
the transpose of the shifted diagram of ,Ici). For example, 
P 
A P 
For A, p E P, let 
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sj./p(X)=sj./p(2xI, O, 2x3, O, ...I. (1.6) 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove the following identities of 
Schur Q-functions. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A, FE DP, I(A)=m, I(p)=n, and pc A, then 
(1.7) “lp), 
where 
and for m + n is even, 
A; = (Q,,,;,) 
. . . . . . . . . . 
Qj.,,-p, QJ.,,-p,-l ‘.. Qj.,,-p, 
and for m + n is odd, 
Qi, QA.-p, ‘.. Qi,-p, 
A Qiz Q~2-u~ ... Q,-p, 
j-p . . . . . . . . . . . 
Qj., Qj.,-u, ... Q,-p, 
andfor skew symmetric matrix A, pf(A) is the pfafian of A. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Jozefiak-Pragacz Identity). For 2, p E DP, 
S;,,(X) = Pj,/r(X) Q,/,(X) = 2p’(“)+‘(p)Q:,,(~). (1.8) 
THEOREM 1.3. For 1 d i< 1(A), 1 <j< I(p), 
S,;;,,,(x) = PiCll,, (X) Qj./p(x) 
Sn,ri’(x) = P>./,(x) Q;.,p(dl(x). 
THEOREM 1.4. For 1 <ial( 1 <j<)(p), 
S,(‘l,,Ol = 2 t. fl ‘(‘) ~ “‘)( Qj,/@ Qj,(‘)/p(,) + Q~/~,,)Q,ILI,,). 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
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We remark that there is a nice combinatorial description of Schur 
functions [6, 8, 91. Therefore, Theorems 1.2 through 1.4 have the 
corresponding combinatorial interpretation (see Section 6). 
Both Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 appeared in [ 51, a special case of 
(1.8) when p = 4 was found in [ 111. We find that the same technique is 
available to prove the identities (1.7) and (1.8). This turns out to be related 
to basic representation of the afline Lie algebras 3, and b,, where (we 
follow the notations in [3]) 
which are central extensions of 
a,= {(qi) 1 qj=O for [i--j1 90) 
i&={(a;,j)E”m (ai,j=(-l)‘+‘+‘a_j,_j). 
2. THE SPIN REPRESENTATION OF 3, 
Following Jimbo and Miwa’s (cf. [2]) construction of the KP equations, 
we consider the complex vector space V with basis (tij, $r>,,, and a 
symmetric bilinear form defined by 
($iY (I/,)=o= (G*Y Ic/,*h ($i, $i*)=6i,j, i, jEZ. 
Let CZ( V) be the Clifford algebra associated to this form and I the left 
ideal of CI( V) generated by 
@ Clc/i @ Cll/*. 
iG0 i>O 
Put B = CI( V)/Z. 9 has a basis consisting of the monomials 
$:. . . $$I&~, . ‘. $a IO) with i, > iz > . . . > 0 2 j, > . . . > j,, where IO) is the 
coset of 1 in 8. For a~ CI( V), let <a) be the coefficient of IO) in the 
expansion of u (0) with respect to this basis. This is called the expectation 
value. We have Wick’s theorem to compute the expectation values 
(w 1) . ..) w, E V): 
(WI.. . w,) = 
{ 
0 (r odd) 
Lsgn ~w,~~~w,~~~) ... <w,,,-~,w,~,~> (r even)’ 
where 0 runs over the permutations such that cr( 1) < c(2), . . . . c$r - 1) < 
g(r) and c~(l)<a(3)< ... <o(r- 1). 
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Wick’s Theorem can be obtained by induction using the observation 
(wa> = <w>, 
where 
1,.(w,w2’..wn)= i (-l)‘-’ (WWi) W,“‘W,+,Wi+,“‘W,, (2.1) 
i= I 
which can be seen as trivial identities on generators, while in general, using 
the linearity. 
Define the normal ordering 
:ab:=ab- (ab), 
then 
This gives a representation of 3, (via left multiplication) on the space 9: 
Isi,,++ :l)ilji*: 
c i--, I. 
It should be remarked that though elements from 3, are infinite sums, 
it makes perfect sense for them to act on 9 since only finite nonzero terms 
are involved. 
We have F= ernGZ F@“, FCrn) being the space of elements of charge 
m, i.e., linear combinations of monomials $X ... $$tji, ... $i, IO) with 
s - t = m. Each FCmJ is invariant under the above action of a,, and is 
irreducible. What we are interested in is the module F(O), it is the 
fundamental module ,5(/i,) or the basic module, with highest weight IO). 
Another construction of 9 is the Kac-Peterson’s wedge realization [4]. 
The two realizations are related as follows. 
Let 
u= @ cv,. 
/EZ 
Introduce the infinite wedge space 9 = A” Ii to be the vector space with 
the basis consisting of semi-infinite monomials vi, A vi, A ui2 A . . such that 
i, > i, > . . (Pauli exclusion principle), and i, - i k+I= 1 for kg>. 
Let E(V) denote the wedge operator given by multiplication 
e(u)(uio A v,, A . .) = v A uio A v,, A . . . 
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Let {vi*) be the dual basis of {u;}, vF(ui) = 6,. The contracting operator VT 
associated to v, is 
= Uyy(Vio) A v;, A ui* A . .) - Vf(V,,) v,, A uiz A . . ’ + . . . 
Then the equivalence of the two realizations is given by (r-s = m) 
$i,‘~.$i,lc//y..~~ ~o)~&(V,,)...E(ui,)v/T...u~(~o A v-1 ..,). 
It is a basic fact (cf. [2,4]) that we can identify P--(O) with the polyno- 
mial ring C[x,, x2, . ..] in the indeterminates xl, x2, . . . . by an isomorphism, 
the so-called boson-fermion correspondence, which is determined by the 
conditions 
a 
0((O))= 1, aH,a-’ =-, 
ax, 
and OH-,,a-* =nx, for M> 1, 
where H, = Cit z :$i$T+n:. Detine the operator 
H(x) = I&x,, x2, . ..) = 1 x,H,. (2.2) 
n>o 
We claim that we have a well-defined operator eHcx) on the space F. 
Notice that we have 
H, IO) =o, 
it is natural to define 
eHcX) IO) = IO). 
Moreover, the operator H,, acts on V (via bracket) by 
ad(H,)(ll/J = tic-, (2.3) 
ad(H,)(ti?) = -J/,*,,. (2.4) 
Equations (2.3) and (2.4) imply that H, acts as shift operators, namely, 
and 
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Define the “elementary” Schur polynomials s, E C[x,, x2, . ..I (introduced 
by Kac and Peterson, s, is in fact the symmetric Schur function s,(y) for 
one line partition n when regarded as a function in y) by the generating 
functions 
exp f x,t’= f s,(x) t”. 
i= I n=O 
Then we have (Ad being the adjoint operator) 
(2.5) 
Ad(eH’“))($,) = eH(x)lC/He-H’“’ = c sI(x) *HP j 
i 
(2.6) 
Ad(eH’“‘)($,*) = eH(x)lC/,*e-H(x) = 1 sj( -x) $,*+ j, (2.7) 
where we take sj(x) = 0 for j< 0. Equations (2.6) (2.7) should be under- 
stood as formal sums in C1( V). If we wish, we can think of them for com- 
plex x,‘s as identities on the completions of CQ I’), meaning the ensembles 
of the possible infinite sum of monomials $i, . . . $ir$X . . $X with only finite 
number of the monomials with i, > i, > .. > i, > 0 and 0 > j, > 
j,> ... >jl. The real purpose of this assumption is to make F a module 
over the completion of C/(V). For instance, for n >O, m < 0, all but only 
a finite number of terms in the right-hand side kills the vector IO). 
Therefore 
and 
em)$, 10) = ewX) $.eCH’“) IO) = C S,(X) $,-j IO) 
O< j<n 
make sense. It follows that eHcx) is a well-defined operator on 9, namely 
eH(x)$l, . . $,,+.;I;. . $2 IO) = (eH(X)+,,e-H(“)). . (eH(“)lC/ze-H(x)) 10). 
The expectation value can be defined for elements of 9, namely, let 
(01 a (0) be the coefficient of IO) for a IO) when representing in the basis 
$i,...ll/j,$$...$z IO), in other words, 
<a> = (if)>, a IO>). 
Notice that if a E CI( V), then 
<a> = (01 a IO>. 
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Therefore it is harmless to write (e H(x)u) as an expectation value. Then the 
boson-fermion correspondence is given by (cf. [2]) 
o(a IO)) = (e”(‘)a). (2.8) 
We have a better description of the boson-fermion correspondence [4]. 
Recall for A E P, the corresponding Schur function So is (Jacobi-Trudi) 
S>.(X) = det(s,, - i+i). (2.9) 
For i0 > iI > i, . . , i, = -k for k b 0, define a partition A by letting 
A, = ik + k, then the explicit boson-fermion correspondence in the wedge 
realization is given by 
a(u, A ui, A . . .) = s>.. (2.10) 
By taking the monomials ei, ej,. . . tii,$,T.. . JI;1: IO) to be an orthonormal 
basis, we have an inner product on 9. This inner product is contravariant 
in the sense that 
($,a IO), b IO)) = (a IO), ll/:b IO)). (2.11) 
With our notations, the two inner products defined on 5(O) and 
r= C[x,, x2, . ..] (cf. (1.2)) agree with each other under the boson-fermion 
correspondence. 
EXAMPLE. Consider $,ll/Tm IO) E F(O), n > 0, m > 0. We have 
eH’-x)+,$*_, IO) = f si(x) Ii/,-i f sic-x) $*,+j IO) 
j=O ,=O 
= f f sj(x)si(-x) Icl,-je,+; IO> 
j=O isO 
n+m m 
= C 1 s](x)si(-x) $n-j$*m+i lo>. 
J=O i=O 
The last step follows from the fact that for j> n + m, 0 d id m, II/, -, anti- 
commutes with $?,,,+, and $,-, IO) =O. Hence 
n+m m 
(01 e H(*Vn$~m lo>= C C Sj(X)Sj(-X)(01 $,-,,$*,+j IO). 
j=O i=O 
Notice that for O< jQn+m, OGiQm, 
(*"~j**m+i>=6,-,,j-., 
<e"'"V,~T,) = 2 s~+~-i(x)si(-x), 
i=O 
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or, 
a($,$*m lo>)= f s,,+m-i(x)sj(-x). 
i=O 
On the other hand, by the equivalence of the two realizations and (2.10), 
O($,q!!, lO>)=(T(u,, A 00 A ‘.’ A Km+1 A u -I?, -1 A . . . ) 
= ( - 1 ),’ s,, y(x), 
where n, 1” is the partition with parts n and m 1’s. Therefore we have 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 
S,l,,“‘(X)=(-l)m f s,+, Jx) Si( -x). (2.12) 
i=O 
In terms of the symmetric functions, we have 
COROLLARY (cf. [6, p. 301). 
S,l,,m= f (-l)i+‘nS,‘S,+nlP,. 
i=O 
(2.13) 
Proof: We can prove the identity 
Sj,(X1) -x*, x3, -x4, . ..) = s;,(x), (2.14) 
where A’ is the conjugate (transpose) of A. In fact, consider the involution 
on f defined by w(sj.)=s,,. We have [6, p. 173 
MP,,) = ( - 1)” ’ Pn. (2.15) 
It follows that 0(x;) = (- l)‘- ’ xi, this clearly implies (2.14). On the other 
hand, since sA(y) is homogeneous of degree 1% (the sum of its parts), we 
have 
sj.(-Y13 --L’r, --)‘~, . ..)= (- 1)‘“’ S;.(y), 
which gives 
Sj,( -X1) X2, -X3, ...) = (- 1)‘“’ So. 
Equations (2.14) and (2.16) imply that 
S.(-x)=(-l)‘j’s. (x) I *’ . 
The corollary now follows from (2.17) and the proposition. 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
Q.E.D. 
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Similarly by considering the boson-fermion correspondence in the two 
realizations for the element $,, $,,11/%,, Il/%,, IO), n, > n, > 0, 0 < m, < m, 
and using Wick’s Theorem, we have (also see (5.11)) 
3. THE HALF SPIN REPRESENTATION OF TV, 
This section is similar to the previous section. Consider the complex 
vector space W, with basis q4i, in Z. Let C/( W,) be the Clifford algebra 
associated to the following symmetric bilinear form on W,: 
Define 
($i, dji, = (- 1 Y 6,,-,. (3.1) 
9g = CI( W,)/CI( W,) 
( > 
@ Cl; . 
ice 
FB has a basis consisting of the monomials 4i,#iz ...tii, IO), i, > i2 > . .’ > 
ix2 0, where IO) is the coset of 1 in FB. The expectation value of a IO) is 
also defined to be the coefficient of IO) in the expansion of a (0) with 
respect to this basis. For example, we have 
i 
(-l)iSi,-j, i<O 
(di#j> = O7 i>O 
$5 CO? i= 0. 
If a is odd, (a) = 0; and for a even, (a) is given by Wick’s theorem. 
The Lie algebra t.~, acts on 9,B (via left multiplication, by the same 
reason as in Section 1) by 
(-l)‘Ei,~j-(-l)‘Ej,~iI-r:~iqS,: 
c H I, 
where we use the normal ordering :qSibj: defined as before. Under this 
action, 9, splits into two irreducible submodules 
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where P;“, (resp. Fi) denotes the set of even (resp. odd) elements in 3FB. 
Again we have an identification of 9: with C[x, , x3, . ..I called the boson- 
fermion correspondence. It is determined by the conditions (i = 0, 1) 
and c~HB,,cJ;~ =ix,, for n> 1, odd, 
where ll)=$& (0) and 
Ha=; ,c (-l)‘-’ 4,&,-i. 
IEZ 
The operator Hf acts on W, via bracket as shift operator: 
CH,B, dil=#i-n. 
Let (cf. [l]) 
H,(x)=; C (-l)n+l~,q+n#-n-,. 
neZ./aO,odd 
Then the boson-fermion correspondence is given by 
u ,o) H ,,h (01 q30eHB(-i)u IO) 
{ 
if a is odd, 
(01 e “B(x)u (0) if a is even. 
Here we make the similar adjustment for the expectation value involving 
the term eHB@) (see the remark in Section 1). 
We also have a contravariant (Hermitian) inner product on TB defined 
by taking the monomials 4r,4i2 ... di, 10) to be an orthogonal basis. It is 
uniquely defined by 
(IO>, IO>),= 1, 
(4,~10>~~lO)),=(-1)‘(~10),~~i~lO)),. 
(3.2) 
The expectation value is also expressed in terms of the inner product 
(a> = (IO>, a IO>),. 
Now we introduce the Schur Q-functions. Define homogeneous ym- 
metric functions qn in the variables y,, y,, . . . by the generating function 
(cf. [7-91) 
(3.3) 
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Given 1 E DP, Schur [7] defined the Q-functions as 
Qm,n=qmqrl-2qm+,qn~I+ ... +(-l)N2q,n+n, (3.4) 
Qm = qm. (3.5) 
For even s 3 4, we define 
Qi,,j.,. . . . n = Q~l.j.2Q~j.j.a. . n, - Q~l~~Q%2,~4, . j.$ + + Qj.l,,t,Qj.z,;.a ,..,, A,- ,j 
and for odd s > 3, we define 
Qi,,,,, , L, = qj.1 Q~z.j.3, . A, - qi2Qll.>.3, .  . . j., + ’ . . + qi,Q>l,,,, j.,. 1. 
It is proved [S] that Q, depends only on p,, n odd. Hence it belongs to 
Ts when considered as functions in x,. In fact Q, are the functions Q,(x, t) 
when t = -1 defined by MacDonald in Chap. III. Define P, = 2-""'Qi., 
then L31 {Pi.> and IQ;.) are dual bases for the inner product ( ). 
Given a partition 1 with distinct parts, we define 
1 
aB(d%, ’ ’ .bi, lo>) if s is even, 
gi= JZO~(~~,, ...d;,,~/5, IO)) if s is odd. 
The g, form an orthonormal basis for the inner product ( )B. It is 
proved in [ 111 that (boson-fermion correspondence) 
gl(x) = yJ*p, ; = 2 +/*Qj, ; 
0 0 
(3.6) 
Then we can show that when considered as symmetric functions in yi via 
(1..5), the inner product is (cf. [lo]) 
(p., p ) = -,2”“‘6 /' PB &I ?lL (3.7) 
for 11, 1 E OP. Note that this inner product differs from the inner product 
( , ) defined in [S] (see (1.3)). It is easy to see that in fact we have [ 1 l] 
<f(2x), g(2x))=(f(x), dx))B. (3.8) 
4. A RELATION BETWEEN THE Two REPRESENTATIONS 
In Cl(V) we define 
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Then we have 
[14134jl+ =(-1)iSl,-j=CJr2 $,I+, Cdi9 Jjl + = O. (4.1) 
So the 4, and Jj generate two subalgebras isomorphic to CI( IV,) respec- 
tively. Notice that the two expectation values coincide on CI( IV,) with 
wL3= Oi,ZCdi. 
The map dj tt 6, induces an involution of Cf( I’), which we denote by 
ab+ 6. 
Let 
G(V)= {gECI,,(V) ( g invertible, gWgp’c W, gW*g-‘c W*}, 
where 
w= @ C$j, w* = 0 c*l*, 
and C1, is the subalgebra of CI( V) whose elements are of charge 0, i.e., 
linear combinations of $;, . . . $i7$.;T.. . $2. 
The action of G(V) on 9 induces a projective representation of GL,, 
where 
Gf, = {(a,,),, jG Z / all but a finite number of the ali- 6, are O}. 
The action is described as follows. Consider the wedge realization of the 
spin representation of b J:. For g E GL, , define 
g(u, A u,I A . ..)= g(u,) A g(o;,) A ..'. (4.2) 
It is easy to check that (4.2) defines a representation of GL, on 9. 
Similarly, let 
G(W,)={~ECI(W,)I ginvertible,gW,gP1c W,}, 
0( a3 ) = the subgroup of GL,m preserving the bilinear form (3.1) on W,. 
We have a short exact sequence 
1 I--+ C* w G( W,) &+ O(m) w 1, 
where T(g)(w) = gwg-‘, w E W. We also have a projective representation 
of 0( co) on sB. The action is as follows. For g E 0( co), define 
It suffices to define g IO). We have the following characterization for 10) 
(cf. Cl]). It is the unique (up to a constant multiple) vector in 90, such 
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that for any ~EO~,~C~~, d/0)=0. Now consider ,5=g(@i<0C4i), 
then there is a unique vector (L) (up to a constant multiple) in 9: such 
that 0 IL) = 0 for any 4 EL. Notice that for g6 O(co), the determinant of 
g is defined and det(g)= +l. Then we define g(lO))= JL) if det(g)= 1 
and g(lO))=&, IL) if det(g)= -1. 
Let 
G,(V)= {s-W’) I %)EO(a)). 
Then we have the following 
LEMMA 4.1 [ 111. (1) Every element in b+ when viewed as an element 
Of a,, is written uniquely of the form X+X, where X is the element in 
Cl( W,) corresponding to the same element in b,, moreover X and 8 
commute. 
(2) Every element in G,(V) when viewed as an element in G(V) is of 
the form gg, where gE Cl( W,) and g commutes with 2. 
LEMMA 4.2 [ 111. If Z and W are even elements in CL( W,), then 
(ZFP) = (Z)( be). 
Notice that we have 
where 
ff(x) /.y2=x4= . ..= o=ff,(x)+&(x), 
A,(x)=;, 1 (-l)n+lX,Jn&-,. 
rsZ,lodd 
By Lemma 4.1, if h E G,( V), then h = gg, By (4.1), g commutes with 
i?,(x), we have 
a(g IO)) lxz=.x4= =o= (eHB(X)+AB’x’gg) 
= <e fm)gefiB(x)g) 
= <e %wS)2~ 
In particular, we have (g E 0( cc )) 
4g IO)) lx2zx4= =o=c,a,(g IO))’ 
for some complex number cg. The g in the left hand side is viewed as an 
element of GL(co) (we can take the constant to be any nonzero number, 
since the group action is projective). 
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Using this relationship, we deduce the following [ 111 
Sx(x) = g:(x), (4.3) 
where X is defined in the Introduction and we denote by .1(x) the function 
obtained from 
7(X,> x 3, . ..)=f(x., 0, x3,0, . ..). (4.4) 
5. THE PROOF OF THE IDENTITIES 
For 1, ALE P, define the skew S-function s;.,&x) by 
where 
It is known that we have (Jacobi-Trudi) 
Sif, = d4sj., - p, ~ i+ j), 
and s,,, = 0 unless p c A. 
Similarly, we define the skew Q-function Q,,,(X) by (A, p E DP) 
Q+(X) = 1 fivQv(x)l 
VGDP 
where 
f;,= <QA, P,P,>. 
Q,,, = 0 unless p c A. We also put 
P,,,(x)= 2-'(')+'(p'Qi,,,(x). 
Finally, for A, p E P, we put 
S>.(X) = Wq,, ~ i+ j)> 
Sn,,(X)=det(q,,~.~i+j). 
Then we have [ 111 
4Jx) = I,, 
S,,,(x) = s”d,J2X). 
Our discussion depends on the following 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
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DEFINITION. A matrix coefficient for a representation (n, I’) of a group 
G is (1~ V*, VE V) 
f/,“(S) = 44g)u). 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the spin representation (rc, F) of 3,. Let u = 
v10 A vi, . . with i, > i, > . , i, = -k for k + 0. Let I(v) be the coefficient of 
IO) for u, g = eH(‘), then as remarked in Section 2, all sj,(z) are matrix coef- 
ficients. More generally, let ui denote the vector in 9’ corresponding to So, 
I, the linear functional on F” defined by I,(v) = (v,, v), then 
hp,& “(q = (VI‘, e ““‘V,) = (Jr, eH’%J = s;.,,(z), 
since we have [S] 
eH(‘).sj.(x) =Sj,(X + Z) = C Sj.lp(Z) Sp(X). 
I’ 
(5.10) 
The first identity in (5.10) is just the Taylor formula, noticing that H, for 
n > 0 is the differential operator a/ax,. The second identity is a well-known 
result in [6] ((5.10) of Chap. I, p. 41, noticing that the power sums corre- 
sponding to two set of variables give the correct “sum”). Hence the skew 
Schur functions are matrix coefficients. 
EXAMPLE 2. Similarly, all the Schur Q-functions are matrix coefficients 
with g = eHB(=). 
Recall that for a skew symmetric matrix A of even size, the determinant 
is a square. One of its square root, the pfaffian pf(A), is defined inductively 
as 
Pf( -;,Z x;2)=x1* 
and (n > 2 even) 
P’i:: Z2” jm ,I 
= XI2 Pf(J?2) -x13 Pf(Z3) + . ‘. + Xln Pf(K% 
where X$ is the skew symmetric submatrix of A obtained from deleting the 
ith, jth rows and ith, jth columns. 
The following lemma will be used later. 
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LEMMA 5.1. !f A and X are n x n complex matrices, X skew symmetric, 
then 
pf(AX’A) = det(A) pf(X). 
For a proof, see Lang’s book [ 151. 
LEMMA 5.2. Zf A is an n x n nonsingular complex matrix, then 
Pf = (- l)“(‘- ‘)I2 det(A). 
Proof. Consider the continuous map CL,,(C) .f C defined by 
Clearly the image consists of at most 2 elements, namely _+ 1. Since the 
group CL,(C) is connected, we get 
f(4=pf(-:I,, k). 
Using induction one gets f(A) = ( - l)n(np I)/‘. Lemma 5.2 follows 
immediately. Q.E.D. 
Now Wick’s Theorem asserts that for n even, (wr MJ~ . w,) is the 
pfaffian pf(A) with 
i 
0 (wlwz) ‘.. <w,w,) 
- (WIW2) 0 . A= (w*w,) . . . . . . . 
- (U’I~‘,) -(w*w,,) ‘.. 0 
since they both have the same inductive definition. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider Ic/,,\l/,,,...~n,~~*,,Ic/Tm,...~*m, IO)E~(‘), the 
basic representation of 3 ar, where n,>n,> ... >rzT>O, O<mm,< . . . <m, 
(see (2.18)). Using Wick’s Theorem and the two realizations of 9(O), we 
have 
Sn,.n2+~ ,.._, n,+.,~~,sm,,(r~i)m,~~-m,-l lmi-mz = Ws,,, Im,). 
Notice that the partition n,, n2 + l,..., n, + s- 1, Ys, (S - l)m~~‘-m’~ ‘, .. . . 
1”L-“2 is just (n, - 1, n2- 1, . . . . n, - 1 1 m,, . . . . m,T) in Frobenius notation, 
so we have [6, p. 301 
S (I 18) = deth, I /d (5.11) 
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where (a 1 /I) = (~1,) . .. . CI,~ ) fir, . . . . p,). Notice that if a = jI = 1, then 
(a 1 /3) = 2, hence 
sx = det(s,,, ;.,). (5.12) 
EXAMPLE 4. More generally, consider the matrix coefficient in Exam- 
ple 1: 
hG,Je H(z)) = (u,, eHcZbI.). 
For a,>ci,> ... >c(,>o, p, > ... >/?,ao, y1> ..’ >y,>o, and 
t, > ‘.. >r,aO, consider 
By the contravariant property of the inner product, we can write it as an 
expectation value 
Notice that we have by Wick’s Theorem and the boson-fermion corre- 
spondence, 
(_1)IPl+lrl+.~(s-l)l2+r(r-l)/2~ 
i./p = P f 
i 
where 
IPI = i Pi, ITI = i: Tj, 
i= 1 j=I 
1 = (yl - 1, . ..) y, - 1 I ZI, . . . . r,) 
p = (c(1- 1, . . . . a, - 1 I PI, ..., Bs) 
&-&+X) ‘.. Jr,-&t-x) 
ET,,= f . . . ; 
&-/3,(-X) ... s,,-p,(--xl 
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and 
i 
(-l)T’sy,,lr, ..’ (-1)7’SY,,l? 
G.i,T= ; ... ; . 
(-1)7’s;,,,1’, ..’ (-l)~‘SyJT, 1 
Using row and column transformation and applying Lemma 5.1 gives 
(_~)IBl+lrl+.\(s-l)/2+r(r- 1112 s. 
*Ifi 
G,,T - 'F,,, 
E;fi “0 . 
r3P 
0 0 
By Lemma 5.2 the right-hand side is 
t-11 U+(~+I)(s+tG1)/2d,t 
G 1. T - ‘F,, ci 
E r.P > 0 . 
Since s(s- 1)/l + t(t- 1)/2 = ts + (s + t)(s+ t- 1)/2 (mod 2), we obtain by 
using (2.17) that 
sap =(-1)‘det (5.13a) 
Notice that the determinant of the above identity is zero unless cz c y and 
fl c r (think of a, b, etc., as partitions in DP). The skew shape n/p is 
obtained by gluing the shifted diagram of r/cc with the transpose of the 
shifted diagram of r/p. A special case is c1= fl, y = r, which gives (r(n)) = s, 
l(p)=n (cf. [13]) 
s;,& = ( - 1)” det (5.13b) 
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Remark. Equations (513a) and (513b) are the Giambelli determinant 
(cf. [14]). Equations (513b) and (2.13) were used by T. Jozefiak and 
P. Pragacz [S] to prove Theorem 1.2. 
Now let u’>, denote the vector in p”“, corresponding to Qi, 1~ DP. 
Namely, take 
d;., . ‘. 4i, IO >> s even, 
wi = ,,,6 di, ...q5n,qSo IO), i s odd. 
Denote by gl,Jx) the matrix coefficient 
gi./p(x) = (WILY eHe(‘)WJB. 
PROPOSITION 5.1 (Compare (3.6)). 
X g,,,(x) = 2U(fl) ~ W.W n,ll 2 Q, c-1 . (5.14) 
Proof: We have the same expansion for Q;.(x) (cf. [6, (5.5) on p. 1191) 
QJ.(x + Z) = 1 Q,/,(Z) Q,,(X). 
p c I. 
Using [S] 
we deduce that 
Q>./p(z) = 2p’c”‘(Qj.(x + 2)~ Q,(X) >. 
It follows from (3.8) that 
Q,,,(z) = 2-‘(p’) (Qj.(z+z). Qp(i))B. 
Using Taylor formula 
Q, (;+Z)=Qj, (F)=e”‘(2z) Qj. (:), 
Q,,,(z) = 2 - ““‘(e”W) Q, (;), Q, (z))B 
Therefore by (3.6), 
Qj.,, (i>=2e”f”(eHB(z) Qj. (g), Q,(g)), 
= 2 -I(P) + (I(i)+ O~)W(e~~(z) gj,(x), g,(x)), 
= 2(I(i.)-Qfd)/2 
g2/p(z). Q.E.D. 
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By the proposition, to prove Theorem 1.2, it suffices to prove the identity 
g:,,,(x) = &,,(W = an:,(x). (5.15) 
Let a H ut be the anti-involution on CI( W,) defined by I$! = ( - 1)’ 4 ~, and 
(u/3)+ = (fl+)(cx+). We have 
g,,,(x) = (W/,, eHs’-y)w;)B. 
By the contravariant property of ( , )B, we can write it as an expectation 
value, 
g;.,l,(X) = (hLeHB(“h; >,
where 1~;. =h, IO) and 
h- = 
i 
4i.,“‘Oi,3 s even, 
’ ~q$,-q5,,~,, sodd. 
It is proved in [ 111 that for A E DP, wi, E Fro, corresponds to u; E F” in 
view of the correspondence given by Lemma 4.1 (this is how the square 
relation (4.2) was obtained). By Lemma 4.1, 
u; = h;,h^;, (0) E F-O, A;. E c4 W,), 4 i, E Cl(G$ 
where 
s even, 
sodd. 
Both elements are considered as elements in F--(O). Hence by Lemma 4.2, we 
have 
so, (x2z.y4= =o= (h:h^~eHB(‘)+AB(-~‘hj.i;j,) = ((h~eHB(“)hjj)2=gf,p(x). 
To prove Theorem 1.1, we distinguish three cases. 
Case I. If l(A) = m and 1(p) = n are both even integers, then 
gj~~~(X)=(~~~eHB(r’~~j~)=(-l)“‘+~~~+”n(~~,,,...~~,,e”“‘“‘~j _,... 9j,,). 
Let d,(x) = eNB(x)d,e- HB(r). Then since HfJ are shift operators, we have 
(compare (2.6) and (2.7)) 
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the last step follows from (5.9). Since CZ-~~-‘) 10) = IO), we have 
#-fl,...d-r,e “Yb., . . .dj., IO) = d -pn . ‘. dppl b;.,(x) . . ii,(X) IO). 
As (qC,,,#-,,)=O, we have by Wick’s Theorem that (~~r~...~-~,eHB(“) 
$]., . .. bA,) is a pfaflian pf(B(x)) ( view B as a matrix valued function) 
where 
i 
0 (d&(X) dn2(x)> ' ' (d%1(x) d%,(x) > 
B, = 
- (4%,(X) 4&)) 0 . . . W,(x) h,(x) > 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
-<4%l(x)#%m(x)> -<d%2(x)#%,(x)) I'. 0 
and 
( 
(9-p,4i.,(x)> “’ <d-pn4A,(x)) 
B,,, = . . . . . . . . . . 
Cd-,,l%,b)) ‘.. G-.,4&D 1 
We have 
Qi.,,(x) = 2(m-n)‘2gj,,J2x) = (- l)=“j 21mpnji2 pf(B(2x)). 
Observe that 
(d;.,(X) 4%,,(x) > = <e “““)di,~%,)=gj.,,j.,(-i,=~Q,,,j~(~) 
for I>0 and k>O. Put 
-!- ( - 1 )Pn 
G . . 
P= 
i . 
L(-1)P1 
Jz 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
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where Z, is the m x m identity matrix. Using (5.16), (5.17) and (5.18) we 
have 
P42x)’ p= O 
( 
cL3P ) -lC,., c;. > 
where C, = A, and C,,, = ‘A,, (see the Introduction). Using Lemma 5.1, 
we obtain that 
With row and column transformation, 
where Q = (‘$ :J(i $’ ), which has determinant (- l)mn+n. It follows (use 
Lemma 5.1 once again) that 
P f 
A, *A., 
-‘A>.,, 0 
“d;“)l. 
i; 
Since mn + n is always an even integer, Theorem 1.1 follows in this case. 
Case II. Both m and IZ are odd. We have 
g,,,(x) = (h;eHwzj.) 
and 
2(404-,n~..L,,e Hs(X)q4j., ...dA,Qo) = (~-,,...~~,,eHB’~)~;., ...4,1,>. 
Hence the same argument applies (mn + n is even in this case as well). 
Case III. One of m and n is even the other is odd. Let’s assume m even 
and n odd. 
g~,,(X)=~(-l)"'+~~~+~"(~0~~,~'~'~~,,eHB'"'~j.,"'~j.,)~ 
Again, we use Wick’s Theorem as in the above argument, noticing that 
(40eHB(X)d5) = 1 Qjy (5> 
<4oL,,> =o 
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(the coefticient l/2 of Qi.,(x/2) in the extra row of B,,, cancels the coef- 
ficient &’ in the expression of g).,,,(x)). Therefore in any case, Theorem 1.1 
holds. 
Remark. Jozeliak and Pragacz in [S] introduce the map ye from 
C[x,, x2, . ..I to C[x,, x3, . ..] by u](s,)= q,,, their formulation of 
Theorem 1.2 is 
rl(J;,,i) = 2 b-b8Qfll,. 
Since q,Lx)=Wx), the map q is just q(f)(x,,,)=f(2x) Lyz= ,4= =o. In 
particular, ~(s,,,,) = ~(s,,,,,,) = Si ,,,. 
Let us use the square relationship (4.1), to get some new results and 
prove Theorem 1.3 and 1.4. 
For i,j~N, i<j, define g so that g(&k)=#pk, k#i,j,g(4-,)= 
i-,+(-l)‘+‘+’ bj, g(d-,,)=d-,+d,. Then gESO(cO), the subgroup of 
0( 00) consisting of elements of determinants 1, and by the description of 
the action of O(W) on gB, 
glO)=(~~j+(-l)i+‘+l $j)($-.j+df) IO) 
=(~~,di+(-l)‘+‘+‘~j~i (0) 
= (( - l)‘+ (- l)i+.‘+ ’ did,) IO), 
where we take the constant multiple to be 1. Hence 
cJ,(g lo))=(-l)i+j+‘(g,,,+(-l)j+‘). 
On the other hand, 
g(u, A u-1 A .'.) 
=Uo A . . . A (U .;+(-l)‘+i+‘Uj) A ... A (Upj+Ui) A ‘.’ 
=(o)+U,AU;AU,-.. AU~i+lAU-,~,...U~,+lAU-,~l 
+(-1).‘+I VI A U. A “.lLi+, A VP;.., ..’ 
+ (- l)jUi A U. A ‘.‘Upj+, A Upj.~,.... 
Hence 
Using the square relation and comparing the leading coefficients, we get 
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Since we know that 
we have 
gZ,=& ,.I, 
2g, i = s,, ,I - s,, , , . 
COROLLARY. Forj>i, 
Qj,iCx) = S,,,l-si,I~. (5.19) 
Let us now prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. Consider 1 E DP. Consider the 
following orthogonal transformations. Bi(dPk) = d-k, k # I,, for any I, 
/ 
Bi 9-?~,)=di,~ .iZC Bi(~-;.~)=~,~+(-l)“‘+‘~~,,+~~,, Bi(do)= 
2 q5;,, +&. Then the elements Bi IO) in the two representation spaces are 
uj.(ll=~i.,..‘dl,_,(~i,+(-l)~‘+’ ~-j,,+~~0)gj.,+,“‘~,, lo> 
=di.,.*‘di, l”>+(-l)‘~-‘~~j,,‘.‘~j,,~,~~,+,.”~~.,~, lo>2 
and 
(% + $ Vi.,) A O-1 A .‘.l--j.,+l A l)j,, A v-j.y-l A “.v-j,,+I 
h (vj.~+(-l)“‘+‘O~j,,+~ZV,) A V_).,pI.“, 
which is 
(-l)‘““‘[Vj., A Uj.2... A Vj.,~ A Vg A V~, ‘.. A V~j.,+l A U~,,~1 A ... 
+ &(-1)-i V,., A V;.2... A Vj,, A V-m, ... A Vm;.ytl 
A V-i.,-1 A ‘.. A V-j,,+1 A Ok-,, A V~j,,-, A ..’ 
+ Vj., A ... A U. I,- 1 A Vi,+, A Vi, A Vg A V-I”’ A V~i. +1 
AU -i.,- 1 A ... A V~l,+l A V~j., A U~j,,-l ‘..I. 
Under the boson-fermion correspondences, these elements correspond 
respectively to 
g,+ (- l)+i gj,l~l, 
and 
( - 1 )‘j’ + ’ (S; + SF + ( - 1)” ~ ’ J2 Q), 
where r!:) and 3Lci) are the partitions defined in the Introduction. 
481 ‘145%X 
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To accomplish the proof, we use the same argument as before. Take B 
as before and w, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, namely take 
and 
s even, 
s odd, 
Vj,=Vi,, A V,j-l I7 vi,3-2 A .“. 
Then the square relation (Lemma 4.2) gives 
(g,l/p + (- l)‘(A)pi gj,Cdl/r)2 = s”,T/p + i$l,/, + ( - l)‘(‘)-’ J’ S,j(),,. 
Hence 
$ Q,,fi = 2gi,, gj.q,. (5.20) 
Since g:,, = Sz,,, we have 
Using g+(x) = 2 (‘(~)-‘(A-))‘2Qj.,~(~/2), and S,,,(x) = S,,,(x/2), we deduce 
that 
S+,, = Q,,, PE.(Q. (5.21) 
A special case is .~4 = 4, which gives 
Sepal = Q, Pj,ct). (5.22) 
Similarly, by considering the matrix coefficient (Ull(,)eHB’“‘w,) and the 
corresponding matrix coefiicient for F(O) and using the square relation, we 
have 
(gj,/p + ( - l)‘(‘) -j g+c,l)* = F%,&j + s&m + (- l)‘@-j Jz S,,,I,h 
Or, 
(5.23) 
Remark. Although we derive (1.9) and (1.10) for 1 <i< E(1), 
1 < j < 1(p), (1.8) implies that (5.21) and (5.23) are also true for i = 1(n) + 1 
or j= Z(p) + 1, viewing li = 0 or pj = 0. Therefore these can be considered 
as generalizations of Theorem 1.2. 
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Finally, we use the above transformations imultaneously, i.e., consider 
(u,,we HB(x'Uj,,')) t0 get (1 < i < l(A), 1 < j< I(p)) 
(gj./~ + (- l)“~‘-‘g,C,),~ +(- l)“~‘~‘gj.,~[,) + (- 1)“~‘+“1’~i-‘gj.ll)/~,(,l)2 
=sn,p+sl,~+s~,~+s;hTi,~+~(-l)~(~)~jsIli) ,‘T# 
Using (5.15) and (5.23), we finally get 
‘,‘~)i,l’) = “‘~“~““‘( Q,,,Q,I,I,,~I,I +Qd/,l,,Qj,,,,,,). I " Q.E.D. 
6. A COMBINATORIAL INTERPRETATION 
As we know, the Schur functions, when viewed as symmetric functions, 
can be defined combinatorially. The same is true for Q-functions [S, 91. 
We associate ach d E P with a diagram (called a Young diagram) in the 
plane by 
D,= {(i,j)EZ2: 1 <j<E,,, 1 <i</(A)}. 
And for AE DP, we define the shifted diagram by [9] 
Let P’ be the ordered alphabet { 1’ < 1 < 2’ < 2 < . . i. 
DEFINITION. A super tableau T of shape K is an assignment (K can be 
either a Young diagram or shifted Young diagram) T: K + P’ satisfying 
(1) T(i,j)dT(i+l,j),T(i,j)<T(i,j+l). 
(2) For each k each column has at most one k. 
(3) For each k each row has at most one k’. 
Define the content for a super tableau T to be cont( T) = (yr , y2, . ..) 
where yk is the number of boxes (i, j) E D, such that T(i, j) = k or k’. Let 
T 
Y =YlY, 
y1 YZ.... Then we can show the identity [S] 
QA,,(Y) = c ~‘3 
7: D; s + P’ 
(6.1) 
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summed over super tableaux of shape D;,!,, and 
pj./p(Y)= 1 Y’3 
T: 0;. ,( - P’ 
(6.2) 
summed over super tableaux of shape Dill, which have no k’ on the 
diagonals. {P,: 2 E DP,, } is a Z-basis of Z[p, , p3, . ..I., Also, we have for 
4 .u E p, /J = 3.9 
s,(Y)= 1 Y’, (6.3) 
r: D,. - P’ 
Then the identity 
implies 
S,,,,(Y) = 1 YT. (6.4) 
T:D,,+P’ 
SI/~~(Y) = PA/~(Y) Qj./p(Y) 
COROLLARY. Given I*, p E DP, p c 1, and y, the number of super tableaux 
U of shape Dx,,, and content y is the same as the number of the pairs of super 
tableaux (S, T) of shape D>~,, such that T has no k’ on the diagonals and 
cant(S) u cont( T) = y. 
The corollary suggests that we have a bijection between 
{U 1 U super tableaux of shape D;,fi and content y} 
and 
{(S, T) 1 S, T super tableaux of shape D,,,, 
T has no k’ on the diagonals and cont( S) u cont( T) = y } . 
Similarly, for each 1 < id 1(A), 1 < j< I(p), we have combinatorial inter- 
pretation of the identity (1.9), (l.lO), and (1.11). We hope that these can 
be proved combinatorially.’ 
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